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A house is divided in this riveting finale. What happens when a king falls, affecting his entire organization in
the process? Canyon was once on top without a financial care in the world. With his boo, Symba by his side,
he never imagined the law--and an affair with his baby mama--would catch up with him.

Blue and Zac, like any young couple--have faced their fair share of problems. But things really get
complicated when a past ex comes back into play, eager to reclaim what's rightfully theirs.

Raelyn and Caesar were the perfect match made in heaven--until an unexpected robbery took place. Now
they're slowly picking up the pieces while they try to start new. Will loyalty continue to be an issue with this
couple? And more importantly, will Raelyn be able to handle her position as first lady of a drug empire?
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From Reader Review When a Rich Thug Wants You 3: The Finale
for online ebook

Twigi718 says

I love this series

I can't sleep at night for trying to read just a little more and more in other words this book is dope . Can't wait
to start the next book.

Tamiko Grant says

The books in this series continue to get better and better. Raelyn, Symba and Blue all have drama
surrounding them at all times. With that being said it's a great series that will keep you hooked from the first
page. Can't wait to see how the series end but I will be a little sad to read the last book.

Chennell Roberson says

Unanswered questions

I enjoyed the series but there's so many unanswered questions. Like what happens after blue opens the door
and zac is there. She's pregnant. Just so much not answered but still loved the series.

Torz&#x1f61d;Tha&#x1f4da;Junky&#x1f61c; says

No way??? I know there is definitely going to be another part. It can't just end off like that. Nonetheless, I
enjoyed the book from beginning to end. Favorite character definitely is the irrational one Canyon . This
series was definitely a Rollercoaster ride. Filled with lies, deceit, and betrayal.
#PageTurner #PebblesStarrFan

Yes I read For Fun says

wow!! this one , just wow!! Caesar goes through some rough ishh!!Like this is what I expected from Canyon
but Caesar was supposed to be the level headed one. But instead of trusting his gut instinct, he allows sum
isssh to continue which ultimately bites him in the ass, Its not totally his fault tho.

Jhazmin, o Lord, when we were first introduced to her, she came off as a strong no-nonsense woman but she
gets caught up with a lame ass dude who has her so 'D-whipped' she cant think straight.

Symba and Canyon were still back and forth. I will always see her as trifling, no matter what. They deserve



each other.

We also get a closer look at Blue and her budding romance with Lamont. But there are loose ends in the
form of Zac,

Secrets are revealed and bonds are tested. Who will survive??

ConSonia says

Wow

Damn that was a roller coaster of emotions, I didn't know if I was coming or going. Great read enjoyed it
from beginning to end.

mereleah williams says

Interesting

So far I loved the series and was very satisfied overall. I will definitely recommend the series. I fell in love
with several of the male characters. Kissing was love drunk and didn't realize that she was a meal ticket to
Ramses. I am happy that she got revenge on him. She lost everyone that meant anything to her and vice
versa. So not worth buying the hand that feeds you.

carolyn says

Another hut

Not bad, but the drama NEVER ends. Hope part 4 is as good as the last 3 , I'm really looking forward to it.

sha'kia says

Loved loved loved it

A great ending with a few surprises along the way. secrets from the past come back to harm friendships,New
friendships for and even new love.blue tries tot start over with zac but him sleeping with symba,sends her
into th take of another man. Symba raising her son without canyon is hard with him on the run but when he
returns and takes her to his father homeland,problems arise with his babymama. Caesar and rae are happy in
love until his past comes back to haunt him and makes him father. Jhazmin in a new relationship can't seem
to get ramsees to be faithful,a chance meeting with casear goes bad and she plots to rob him.A few problems
along the way there couple manage to stick out with each other.



Kristie Ragland says

Good Read

This was a good book. Now I'm wondering if Cesar and Rae will last. I hope Blue and Lamont work out. I do
like Canyon and Symba. She still a dirty ass friend tho. Hopefully Blue find out and beat Symba's ass again...
Lolol good read

Jasmin Watson says

This book was ok if you ask me. I think that we a lot of question that was left unanswered. I think if you are
to end a series you should bring closure to all the characters. I hate reading finale in a series and there still a
lot of unanswered question.

Tishonna says

The first book was really good, the second was ok. This book was good but it left to many questions. I did
not like the ending at all. I would love to know what happened between Blue and Lamont. Did they make it?
Ugh I hate when I read a book and it ends without telling what happened to everybody.

Vicky Myers says

Yeah

That’s what up Jaz and you should have kill Tasha to but I get it she didn’t know about here yes can’t wait to
read part 4

joseph says

Great series

Dam, now this how you put out a series, by having all the books in the series out at the the same time not
months apart and I don't even remember what's going on in the first place. This Author was a total genius for
this and many of those other Authors out there can learn a thing or two on how to properly drop a Series.
I don't even feel sorry for Jhasmin,, she deserves everything that happen to her for staying with that loser
Ramses. I really like Lamont and Blue together so I hope they stay together. I can't believe Canyon's
daughter turned out to be Ceaser's like damming, a major shocker, I didn't see that coming at all. I hope
everybody get it together in the next book, which I can't wait to read.



Vermille Crumpton says

I think this book was great just like part 1&2 but i do feel that it needs to be a part 4 & I'm glad there will be
coming soon lol..I wanna know the outcome of Blue & Lamont relationship since Zac wants to pop back
up...I was kind of worried bout Ceaser & Canyon brother hood but sooo relieved that their friendship was
way more powerful then a crazy female lol...but all in all great read & patiently waiting on part 4


